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An Application of a Fixed Point Theorem to Best Approximation 
P. V. SUE~RA~IMANYAM 
The object of this paper is twofold. First, certain fixed point theorems of 
Dotson [I ] are generalized (Theorems 1 , 2) by an appeal to an earlier resuh of 
this author [S]. Second, one of these theorems is utilized to obtain a theorem 
(Theorem 3) on best approximations which incidentally generalizes a resuli nf 
Meinardus ([3], Theorem). This theorem has interesting applications brought out 
in its corollaries, and its proof reveals how the original proof of Meinardus ‘can 
be considerably simplified with no appeal to algebraic-topological ideas implicit 
in Schauder’s fixed point theorem. 
1. PRELNINARIES 
If E is a linear space, as is well known, a subset S of E is said to be star- 
shaped with reference to p E S if for each s ES, the line segment [p, .F] C S. 
S C L; is said to be star-shaped if it is star-shaped with reference to one of its 
elements. A convex set is obviously star-shaped. 
If E is a normed linear space, T : S -+ S is nonexpansive if for any pair 
x, y E s, 1: T(x) - T(y)!1 & I, x - y I, ) where 1; . 1: is the norm on E. Contrac- 
tion mappings are thus nonexpansive and any nonexpansive map is con- 
tinuous. 
DEFINITION 1. AsubsetSof a normed linear space E is said tobe +cha.inable 
(for a positive real number c) if for any pair .Y, y E S, we can find aL finite 
number of elements zi , i :-- 0, 1, 2,..., M with i. = x and z, -~ J such that 
I) - ,, -! - z~+~ /I :< E for i = 0, I,..., M ~ I. (Thus star-shaped subsets are 
E-chainable for every positive real number E.) 
DEFINITION 2 [2]. An operator T on a subset S of E, a normed linear 
space, mapping S into E is called an +local contraction (for a positive real 
number 6) if for each x E S, we can find a positive number X(x) less than 1 such 
that for y,,4’:!E{;:i~,~-z!‘~~Ej,‘i T(yl) -.- T(y,)l e h :/ 1’1 -- y, 11 . If h 
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does not depend on .Y E S, T is said to be an (C-X) uniform local contraction 
operator. 
Just by a clever use of the contraction mapping principle, Dotson ([I]. 
Theorem I) proved 
THEOREM A. lf S is u ~~ompuct and stur-shuped mbsrt of the nortnrd linrar 
spure E md 7 : S --, S is nonexpansiw, then T has uJixedpoitlt. 
The import of Theorem A is that in Schauder’s theorem, to the effect 
that any continuous map T : S ~_ F S, where S is compact and convex in E, has 
a fixed point,we can relax the convexity assumption by requiring 7 LO be more 
than continuous, viz., nonexpansive. 
It may be recalled ([S], Definition 4) that f : S + S is Saud to be a Banach 
operator of type k on S if there exists a constant /\, 0 s’ k . I such that 
7(s) -- 7’(x) k .Y 7-(x) 
From [5], Corollary 2 we have 
From [2], Theorem I we have 
THLOIWVI t‘. .411y (C-X) mif&m iocttl cwttruc’tinn T tmppi~g u closed 
echainublc~ wbset of a Bannch spucc into itself has ujxcdpoint, 
The following definition is due to Opiai [4]. 
DEFINITION 3. A map 7 : S + E, S CI E, is said to be demiclosed if for any 
sequence (s,,; in S converging weakly to .Y with {7(x,)i converging strongly to 
y E E, 7(s) -= y. 
2. GENERALIZATIOKS OF‘ DOTSON'S REWL.TS 
Theorems 1 and 2 below generalize Theorems I, 2 of [I]. 
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(ii) S is star-shaped with reference to p E S; f&her iJ T(x) -. ‘T(y) : : 
.y - I”! _ ? whenever ~~ s - ~1 : :< E (x, 1’ E S)fir a positire number e. 
Then T has ajxedpoint. 
Proof: If (i) is true, then each map T,, defined by T,(X) -= (I - k,,) p 
- k,,,P(x) is a continuous Banach operator of type I?,~ . Further each T,, 
maps S into itself in view of hypothesis (i) and so has a fixed point pn , by 
Theorem B. As S is compact, {pI1] has a subsequence {pn,,j converging to q. say. 
so PFLk ~~ T&J,,~) r= (1 - krtk) p + k,,Ic7(p,,G). Making k tend to z. by the 
continuity of T, one obtains rj ~~ 0 ‘1’ -)-- T(q), since {k,,,,: -f- I. 
If (ii) holds, then each map T,, defined above is an (~4,~) uniform local 
contraction mapping S into itself. Further, in view of hypothesis (ii), S is 
c--chainable for every positive real number E. So, by Theorem C, each T,, has 
a fixed point. The rest of the proof is as in the preceding paragraph. 
Remarks. If S is star-shaped about (I, then Theorem A readily follows 
I’rom Theorem I. Hypothesis (i) above is an attempt to weaken the convexity 
assumption of Theorem A, as illustrated in the following example. 
EYA~lPI ti I. Let S be the set 
with the metric induced by the norm ,:(x. ~3)’ .\I 
\Ve can apply Theorem 1 with condition (i) to T with the choice p (0, O), 
k ,i I (l/n), M -: 1, 2,..., so that the existence of a fixed point for T is 
insured. though S is not star-shaped. 
Besides. the following corollaries are worth the mention. 
COROILARY I. k.‘zeqj continuous T : S - S where S ik wmpact and stur- 
shaped Ii,ith reference to p E S has a fixed point l,,heneret 7-((I ~-- u) p 
L T( .\-)I T(.\-) -:‘(I - Y)/J ‘~ X7-(.\) X’~,SES,2P[O. I]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let T : S + S he wch that fkr a positiw trumbcr 
6, .Y J’ .:.; E implies ‘: T(x) - TV’ ’ ’ s ~~~ j’ I 7%et7 T has a fixed 
point, u&vwr;er S is star-shaped and compact. 
Theorem 2 below is a fixed point theorem for continuous operators with 
1 ~~ T demiclosed, in extension of the result of Dotson ([I], Theorem 2). 
TIILOKEU 2. Let T : S -+ S be confiwous where S ir \cwkly compact in 
the Banach space E. If ,fLwther T satisfies condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem I, 
th T has a,fiucd poinf, hvrrwr I ~ T is demiclosed. 
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ProoJ 5’ is weakly compact and since the weak topology is Hausdorff, S 
is strongly closed. S being a closed subset of the Banach space E, it followLv4 
that S is complete in the induced metric. 4s in the proof of Theorem I. each 
operator 7‘,, defined by 7,,(.\-) (I h ,, ) I’ k,,T(.\-) maps S into itself and 
has a fixed point pl< The rest of the argument is (an application of the 
Eberlein- Smulian theorem essentially) exactly as in Dotson‘s proof 01‘ 
Theorem 2 of [I] and is omitted. 
Rrn~atks. As observed by Dot~n. it sutfces to assume in 7heorcni 2 
that for each i.y,,I in S Lveakly convergins to .\- in S and {(l 7’)(.\-,,I) WI!- 
verging strongly to 0, (I ~.- T)(s) 0 instead of assuming that (I 7‘) is 
demiclosed. Again analogs of the corollaries to Theorem 1 wirh the ndd- 
tional assumptions that S i\ a weakly compact subset of ;I Banach space and 
that (1 T) is demiclosed are easily deduced. 
3. APPLIC‘A.IXIK IO BESF APPROXIMAI-IO\ 
Proof. Since 1 is tinite-dimensiori~~l. S, the set of all best approsimationz. 
viz., <g tying in 1’ such that ,y .f’ ~ infVcv 1‘ .f . is nonempty. It 
g F S, , then T(g) E C’, because S, C C’ and 7(V) C C.. i-(g) ,f 7110 
U.f )’ R ,j’ for each g E S, , in view of T(j) ,f: Thus T maps S, into 
itself. The theorem follows trivially. if the best approximations in I’ are 
necessarily unique (i.e.. for instance when V is strictly convex). 
If S, is a nontrivial set, then it is well known that S, is a closed, bounded. 
and convex subset of 1’. V being finite-dimensional. it follows that S, ib 
compact. Applying Corollary 3 of Theorem I to the map T : S, + S, \\e 
conclude that T has a fixed point in S, and the proof ib complete. 
The following result of Meinardus ([3]. Theorem) is easily deduced from 
Corollary I 
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To deduce Corollary 2 it needs only to be observed that the map d, : C(B] - 
C[B] defined by $(R(.Y)) A(g(T(.u))) satisfies all the hypothese\ of Corollary I 
of Theorem 3. 
To formulate the subsequent corollaries it is convenient to introduce the 
concepr of a regular function space. 
~~EFIYITIOK 4. A normed linear space (15, . ‘1 of functions on a set A 
and taking values in a normed linear space ‘N, . ;, is called A-regular if 
every operator T : E - E satisfying the condition ~ T(,f,(x)) T(,t?( Y)) ‘I 
,f;(A(.u)) -- ,J(A(s)) i1 . .I- c: X. f; ,,$I E E. for some map A : X t .Y. i5 non- 
expansive in the norm r 
4 typical example of a space of real functions regular for all mappings is 
the linear space of all bounded real functions on a set X with the norm 
where No , ~1~ 1: 0 and not both zero. Similarly B the space of all real-valued 
bounded measurable functions of a measure space (X, .Y’. by admits of an 
identity-regular norm given by 
where .f! 1L : (J l,f(.r)i’J,r/p)l )t and (I,, is a bounded sequence of real numbers 
such that n, and n, are nonzero. 
However, not all function-spaces are A-regular for any map .A. ‘This is 
illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let .I’ be (u) and N be the space R’ with the norm . I 
defined by ~,(s, I’)!‘, =: I .Y : -;- : J’ . Let E be the space of all maps j(a) of X 
into R? with the norm /‘f(a)‘; m= N(,fl(u),,~L(u))! max:j,fi(n)m , : f,(~)‘]. (Thus 
E is a space of functions takin g values in N.) Define T: E--+ E as 7(j) 
T(fi(n),f2(a)) =. (fi(u) -f-f,(u), 0). For any ,f. g E E, it is easily seen that 
Tf) ~ %T, ‘.f,(Q) -- S,(Q) J(n) -- ‘qz(u)’ ,f --. <g , However 
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/ 7l.f) T(g). Max/( f,(u) J,(N) ,qL((i) - X.,(O) , 0; [ g = 
Max/ .fi(d S,(Q)l . , ,fiJ~) g2(a)il. for instance. when ,q - f where 
f (.fi .,/J and fi , f, 0. Then E is not regular in the sense of the above 
definition. 
Proc$ The operator 7. : I- + LY defined by T(h(x)) h( x)[ /r( .\-,I 
is nonexpansive as E is inversion-regular. Further 7‘ maps G’ into itself so 
that in L&L of Theorem 3, j’(.~) has an even (odd) best approximation. 
It may be hen that the space of all continuous real-valued function5 on 
[ I. I] itith the norm given by (II) is inversion-repular. 
The remaining corollaries insure that for certain choices of function5 and 
subspaces 0 i\ necessarily a best approximation. 
‘qf;(.\-)) ‘7-c fI!( .x) ) , /;cv 1) r;c .\- t) 1 
Since for iixed t, .\- j t ranges over .I’ and L’ is Il.anslation regular, T’ i< 
nonexpan>ivc. Hence by Corollary I of Theorem 3. ,f’h;ts a best approxima- 
tion g in 1’ \uch that g(.\- t) K(.V). 
If ,z(.u) Cj’. 1 b,fi(.v). then, since qt.\-) ,:‘( .\ t). 
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So by the linear independence of {J;,<(.u} : 171 I, ?,..., III me have 
xys, b,~il, 7 bk for A = 1, 2 ,..., TV. z:‘==, (ajk -- S,,,.) bi 0 for i ~: I, 2 ,..., /j. 
Since Det (ail, --- SfL) -= 0, it follows that 6, = 0. So 0 is a best approxima- 
tion offin V, as required to be proved. 
COROLLARY 5. Let c:E, . !,,3 be a strongi~. regulrrr .vpacr of fktions 
&fined on a lineur space X (and taking mlues ill u nounled linear spuce 
:JV, : . , ,J) in the semse that for any mup h : X + X such thnt f, 2 h. fj h E E 
forf; . h F- E. :iJ; I- h -fL 0 h 1: ‘-I :!f; - fi ) _ Suppose tlwf 
(i) g:X- Xissuch thutfogsE,forcmchfEE; 
(ii) ,f, ,$l ,...,,f, are kwriy independent ehwf7fs of E; 
(iii) MgW) = CL ~dX-xk 
(iv) Det (Q,,,~ - 8,,,i) = 0. 
The,? for any element f 6 E such that J(g(x)) = J’(s), 0 is u best approsima- 
tiorl of .f in V, rhe spare .spmmcci by {f;.(x) : i .. 1, 2,.. ., 11: 
Proof: Since (E, jj . I,> is strongly regular and T mapping V into itself, 
defined by T(f(x)) =f(g(x)) is nonexpansive, it follows from Corollary I 
that there is a best approximation h such that h(g(x)) = h(x). Because of 
(iii), /z(x) == 0 in the same way g(x) = 0 in the proof of Corollary 4. 
The space of all real-valued continuous functions on a compact topological 
space A’ with the supremum norm is strongly regular. However not all 
function-spaces are strongly regular, as illustrated by the following e.rample. 
EXAMPLE 3. The space of all continuous real functions on [-I, I] with 
the L,-norm is not strongly regular. Let h : [ -.- I ? 1 J --+ [-- I, I] be the map 
/f(x) =: ’ .Y I andf,(s) be the function 0 andj2(.x) be defined as 
Clearly 
h(x) -I-, if x ::- 0. 
_ y2 if .Y i. 0. 
Thus this space is not strongly regular. 
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4. EXAMPLES 
ESA:~~PI I-: 4. 0 is a best approximation of cos cos .Y with respect to the 
hubspace spanned by cos IITS, sin IUS. ~1 I::= I. 3, 5..... 21 I, for any non- 
negative integral II in the space of all bounded real-valued functions of a real 
variable under any translation regular norm. as seen from Corollary 4 b> 
taking t 7. This in turn implies that 0 is still a best approximation in the 
space spanned by {cos (&?I --. I) .Y. sin (2,~ !- I) .Y: 111 0, I. 2....:. 
EXAXll’Lt 5. Let B be the space 01‘ all bounded real-valued functions of ;t 
real variable with the supremum norm. Let rl , I’? . . . . . I’,, bc 17 distinct real 
numbers and ,f;,(.~) be a function of a real variable wilh inf;r,~fJ.\-) I., f01 
i 1, 7 . . . II Taking s(.\:) ,/$-i). 6 the characteristic function of :I., I 
and V the linear span of these functions i,f; : i I. 7_ ,.... ~1. the conditions of 
Corollary 5 are readily verified, (For. .t’(~(s)) 0. /‘ i,‘, and (iv) 01‘ 
Corollary 5 is obvious a\ each ii,,,, 0.) Consequently for any function j’in 
B I’ and satisfying f(,~,~(.\-)) ,f(s), 0 is a be\t approximation in I’ b) 
Corollary 5. 
For in$lance, one may choose I^, i, i ,G N, and ; I, 2..... II Mlfll 
f;,(s) s . In this case, it follows that 0 is a best approximation in C’ for 
any bounded even function in .8 J,‘. 
The author thank\ Drs. V. Subba Rao and W. Krabs for their critical remarks of an 
earlier version. 
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